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Abstmct The purpose of this paper is to present an O(n3 L) algorithm for a linear complementarity 
problem with a positive semi-definite matrix. The algorithm is superior to other O( n 3 L) algorithms in the 
point that it is able to start from any initial feasible point whose components lie between 2- 0 (L) and 20(L). 

The algorithm is based on the O(n3 .sL) method presented by Mizuno [11]. In order to decrease the running 
time, we use the rank one update technique proposed by Karmarkar [5]. We evaluate the running time in 
an original way. 

1. Introd uction 

The purpose of this paper is to present an O( n3 L) algorithm for a linear complementarity 
problem with a positive semi-definite matrix under the condition that we know an interior 
feasible point in advance whose components lie between 2-0 (L) and 20 (L). Here nand L 
denote the number of variables and the input size of the problem, respectively. For an n x n 
positive semi-definite matrix M and a vector b E Rn, the linear complementarity problem 
is expressed as follows: 

LCP Find an (x, y) E R2n such that 

(1) (x, y) > 0, 

(2) y Mrc + b, 
Xy O. 

Here X =diag( x) denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to the elements 
of x and Rn denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space. We call (x, y) a feasible point if 
(1) and (2) hold. The LCP has important applications in linear programming (LP), convex 
quadratic programming (QP), bimatrix games and so on (Cottle and Dantzig [1], Lemke 
[9], and Murty [14]). 

In 1984, Karmarkar [5:1 presented an interior point algorithm for LP which requires at 
most O( nL) iterations and O( n3.5 L) arithmetic operations in total. Since then, many interior 
point algorithms for LP, QP, and LCP were developed by Freund [2], Gonzaga [3], lri and 
Imai [4], Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [8, 6, 7], Monteiro and Adler [12, 13], Renegar [15], 
Yamashita [17], Ye [18], Vaidya [19] and so on. See, for example, Todd [16] for the survey. 
The algorithms of Gonzaga [3] and Vaidya [19] attain the least running time O(n3 L) for LP. 
(After the first presentation of this manuscript, Vaidya [20] presented a faster algorithm by 
using fast matrix multiplication.) The methods are based on the Renegar's path following 
method [15] which requires at most O( nO.5 L) iterations and O( n 3.5 LY arithmetic operations 
in total. In order to decrease the running time, they used the so-called rank one update 
technique which was presented by Karmarkar [5]. Another O(n3L) algorithms were proposed 
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by KOjima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [8] for LCP and Monteiro and Adler [12, 13] for LP and QP. 
The methods are based on the central path presented by Megiddo [10] and the primal-dual 
interior point algorithm of Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [7]. All of these O( n3 L) algorithms 
[3, 8, 12, 13, 19] follow the central path. So the initial point must lie in a neighborhood of 
the central path. 

On the other hand, Ye [18] and Freund [2] proposed another type of O( nO.5 L) iteration 
algorithms for LP which don't necessarily follow the central path. The methods reduce a 
potential function in each iteration by a constant. So if the potential at initial solution is 
less than O(nO.5 L), the potential becomes less than -O(nO.5 L) after O(nO.5 L) iterations, and 
then we can obtain an approximate solution. This type of methods for LCP was presented 
by KOjima, Mizuno and Yoshise [6]. 

Mizuno [11] constructed a new O( nO.5 L) iteration algorithm for LCP which is able to start 
from an initial point in wider area than [2, 6, 18]. The algorithm of Mizuno [11] requires 
O( n3.5 L) arithmetic operations in total because each iteration requires O( n3 ) arithmetic 
operations. Here we reduce it to O( n3 L) by using the rank one update technique. The 
technique is similar to that of Karmarkar [5], Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [8], and others. 
However, we have to take another type of criteria for updating the diagonal matrices which 
we use to compute search directions in the algorithm. So we evaluate the running time of 
the method in an original way. 

In section 2, we describe the algorithm and show the main result in Theorem 1 which 
assures the correctness of the algorithm. We prove the theorem in Section 3. In Section 4, 
we evaluate the running time of the method. 

2. The algorithm 

The algorithm based on the method of Mizuno [11] which solves the following problem: 

LCP' Find an (x, y) E R!n+ such that 

y = Mx+b, 
Xy ~ T 2L

e. 

Here R++ denotes the n-dimensional positive orthant {x E Rn : x > O} and e the vector 
(l,l, ... ,I)t E Rn. It is well known that the problem LCP' is equivalent to LCP in the 
sense that it requires at most O( n3 ) arithmetic operations to compute the solution of LCP 
from that of LCP'. 

In this paper, the upper case letters X k , Yk, and V k with (or without) subscript k 
designate the diagonal matrices diag( Xk), diag(yk), and diag( v k ) for the vectors Xk, yk, and 
v k with (or without) superscript k, respectively. We denote the minimum component of the 
vector v k by V!,in' 

Assume that a feasible point (XO, yO) E R~+ of LCP is known in advance and that 

2-0 (L)e ~ XoYo ~ 20(L)e. 

Let Cl! and (j be positive constants. Let {v k : k = 0,1, ... , m} be a sequence such that 

(3) vO = XoYo, 

(4) v m < 2-(2L+l)e, 

(5) IIV;;0.5(vk _ 'Vk+1) II < r;r::, et Vmin for k = 0,1, ... , m-I, 

(6) k 
vmin < ( (j) k+1 1 +..;n vmin for k = 0,1, ... , m - 1. 
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An example ofthe sequence which satisfies the conditions above is given in Section 3 of [l1J 
for m = O( nO.5 L). Although the condition (6) is not imposed on the sequence in the paper 
[11], it will be easy to verify that the example satisfies it. 

Let !3 and 6 be positive constants. The method generates a sequence {( zk ,yk) E R~n+} 
such that, for each k = 0,1, ... ,m, 
(7) yk = Mzk + b, 

(8) IIXkyk - vkll s !3v:"in · 

If the conditions above and (4) hold and!3 < 1, the point (zm, ym) is a solution of LCP'. 
In order to decrease the running time, we also generate a sequence {(:i:k , ll) E R~n+} such 
that, for each k = 0,1, ... , m and i = 1,2, ... , n, 

(9) Ix~ - x~l/x~ + Iyf - ilfl/ilf S 6, 

(10) J-k-k (I k -kl/-k 1 k -"I/-k) < e W-XiYi Xi - Xi Xi + Yi - Yi Yi _ UVV:;nin· 

Assume that (z",yk) E R~n+ and (:i:k,y") E R~n+ satisfy (7), (8), (9), and (10) at the 
k-th iteration. In order to find the next point (Zk+l, yk+l) which satisfies (7) and (8), we 
consider the system of equations 

y = Mz+b, 
Xy = vk+l. 

Let (z, y) = (z" - .L1zk, yk - .L1yk). Then the system above is linearly approximated at 
(Zk,y") by 

(11) .L1yk == M.L1zk, 

(12) X k.L1y"+Y".L1z" == Xkyk_V"+l. 

Using (:i:k, y") instead of (:r,", yk), we approximate the system (12) by 

(13) X k.L1y" + Y k.L1z" = X"yk - v"+l, 

and compute the solution of the system (11) and (13) as follows: 

(14) .L1z" = (M+X;ly")-IX;\X,,y"-v"+l), 

(15) .L1yk = M .L1z". 

We shall prove the following theorem in the next section. 

Theorem 1. Let et = 0.2, !3 = 0.2, and 6 = 0.1. Suppose that v" E R~+, Vk+l E R~+, 
(z",y") E R~~, and (:i:k,yk) E R~n+ satisfy (5), (7), (8), (9), and (lO). Let 

(16) (z"+I, yk+l) = (zk _ .L1z", yk _ .L1y") 

for (.L1z", .L1yk) computed by (l4) and (l5), then we have (7) and (8) with k replaced by 
k + 1 and (zk+l, yk+l) > o. 

Now we show how to update (:i:", y"). For the points (:i:" , y") and (zk+I, yk+l ), we define 

k {. Ix~+l_ x~l/xf + Iyf+l - ilflhl > 6 or } 
(17) I = z: J-k-~ (I 1:+1 _ -kl/-k + 1 k+l _ -kl/-k) eJ k+l ' x.y. X. x. x. Y. Y. Y. > U Vmm 
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and compute (xk+ l, yk+l) by 

(18) (X-k+1 y-k+1) = Xi' Yi 
{ 

( k+1 k+1) 
• ,. (-k -k) 

Xi' Yi 

An Algorithm for an LCP 

if i E [k, 

if i ~ lk. 

It will be easy to see that (xk+1, yk+1) and (Xk+1, yk+1) satisfy (9) and (10) for k + 1. 
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From the discussions above, we can compute the solution (xm,ym) of LCP' by the 
following algorithm. 

Step 1: Let k = 0 and (xO, yO) = (xO, yo). Compute (M + X~lYO)-l. 

Step 2: Compute a sequence {v k 
: k = 0,1, ... ,:rn} which satisfies (3), (4), (5), and (6). 

Step 3: Compute (.o::1xk,.o::1yk) and (Xk+l,yk+1) by (14), (15), and (16). 

Step 4: Compute (xk+1, yk+l) by (18). 

Step 5: Update the matrix (M +X;~lYk+1)-l from (M +X;lyk)-l by using Ilkl times 
of the rank one update. 

Step 6: If k + 1 == m then stop. Otherwise increase k by 1 and go to Step 3. 

3. Proof of Theorem 1 

In this section we assume that vk E Rn V k+l E Rn (xk yk) E R2n and (xk y-k) E R'ln , ++, ++" ++' , ++ 
satisfy (5), (7), (8), (9), and (10). Then we easily see that, for each i, 

(19) (1 - a)v; < v;+1 < (1 + a)v; from (5), 

(20) (1 - ,B)v; < x~Yf ::; (1 + ,8)v; from (8), 
(21) (1 - a) x; < xf < (1 + o)x; from (9), 

(22) (1 - b)y; < y; < (1 + o)tl from (9), 

(23) ill/Xflx; - x;1 < o JV':,.in from (10), 

(24) Jxf/fifIY; - fi;1 < o JV':,.in from (10). 

Multiplying both sides of (13) by X;O.5y ;O.5, we have 

(25) pk + qk = rk, 

where 

(26) pk 

(27) qk 

(28) rk 

The next results are also shown in Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [8) and Mizuno [11). 

Lemma 2. Let pk, qk, and rk be defined by {26} , {27}, and {28}. Then we have 

IIpkll < IIrkll, IIqkll::; IIrkll, 

IIpkll + IIqkll < v'2l1rkll, 

IIPkqk11 = II.dXk .o::1yk ll::; '7l1 rk Il 2
• 

Here P k = diag(pk) and .o::1Xk = diag(.o::1xk
). 
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Proof: From (26) and (27), we see 

P"q" = LlX"Lly". 

S. Mizuno 

Since Lly" = M Llx" and M is positive semi-definite, we have 

(p")tq" = (Llxk)tLlyk = (LlXk)tMLlx":::=: O. 

From (25) and the inequality above, we have 

IIpkl12 + Ilq"112 < II rk 112, 
(lIpkll + IIqkll? < 2(lIpkll2 + Ilqkl12) 

< 211rk112, 
IIPkqkll2 < ( L p~qf? + ( L " k? Piqi 

p7q~>O p~q~<o 

< 2( L p~qf)2 ( since (p")tqk :::=: 0) 

Hence we obtain the results. I 

Using Lemma 2, we evaluate IIX k+1yk+1 - vk+lll by Ilrkll in the next lemma. 

Lemma 3. If Ilrkll ~ ,fv':,,;n, then 

IIX "+1y"+1 - vk+lll ~ (V28, + '7,2) v!'i'" 

Proof: From (16), we see 

X"+1yk+l = (X" - LlX,,)(y" - Lly") 

= X"y" - (X"Lly" + i\Llxk) 
+(X" - X,,)Lly" + (Y" - Y,,)Llx" + LlX"Lly" 

= Vk+l + (X" - X,,)Lly" + (Y" - Y,,)Llx" + LlXkLly" (by (13)). 

Thus we have 

IIXk+1y"+l - v"+111 < II(Xk - Xk)Lly"ll + II(Yk - Yk)Llxkll + 11 LlXkLlyk II 
< IIXkO.5y~.5(Xk _ Xk)III1X~·5YkO.5 Llykll 

+IIX~·5YkO·\Y" _ Y,,)IIIIXkO.5y~.5Llx"lI + IILlX"Lly"lI 
< 8VV':"in(llqkll + IIpkl!) + IILlXkLlykll (by (23) and (24)) 

< 8vv':"inV2l1rkll + '7l1r"1I2 (from.Lemma 2). 

Hence we obtain the result. I 

Next we evaluate the size of IIr"ll. 
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Lemma 4. We have IIrkll ~ 'YVV!.in for'Y = (1 + 8)(1 - {n-O.5(a + (3). 

Proof: We see that 

I 

IIrkll = IIXk"°.5Y k"°.5(Xkyk _ Vk+l) 11 
< IIXk"°.5Y k"°.5V 2·511 (11V;;o.511I1 X kyk - vkll + IIV;;o.5(Vk _ vk+1)II) 

< IIXkO.5YkO.5V~·511 ((V~intO.5P·V~in + aVV!.in) (by (5) and (8)) 

< II(X kY ktO.5(X kY dO.5 1111(X kY k)-O.5V2·511(a + (3)VV!.in 

< (1 + 8)(1 - (3tO.5(a + (3)VV!.in· (by (20), (21), and (22)). 

Let a = 0.2, (3 = 0.2, and 8 = 0.1. Then, from Lemma 4, we have IIrkll ::; 'YVV!.in for 

(29) 'Y = 11 V5. 
50 

From Lemma 3 and (19), we see 

IIX k +1yk+1 
-- vk+lll ~ (v28"j + V; 'i) (1- a)-lv~1~ 

( 
'2~ 11v'5 ~-<~ (11v'5)2) ~ k+l 

Y L, 10 50 + 4 50 4 vmm 

~ (3v~1~· 

In order to prove Theorem 1 completely, we have to show that 

yk+l = M a:k+1 + b, 
(a:k+l, yk+l) > O. 

The first equality is easily deduced from (7), (15), and (16). We see that, for each i, 

l~x~1 
-k-

Xi 

Hence we have a:k+l = a:k - ...::1a:k > O. Similarly, we can obtain yk+l > O. 
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4. Computational complexity 

In this section, we prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 5. The algorithm described in Section 2 requires at most O(n3+n2.5m) arithmetic 
operations. In the case olm:: O(no.5L), it becomes O(n3L). 

It will be easy to see the following results. 

(i) Step 1 requires at most O(n3 ) arithmetic operations. 

(ii) Step 2 requires at most O(mn) arithmetic operations. 

(iii) Steps 3, 4, and 6 require at most O(n2 ) arithmetic operations in each iteration. 

(iv) Step 5 requires at most O(IIkln2) arithmetic operations in the k-th iteration. 

In the algorithm, Steps 1 and 2 are executed only once but the other steps are repeated for 
k :: 0 to m - 1. So the total number of arithmetic operations is bounded by 

O(n3) + O(mn) + '%~ (O(n2) + O(lIkln2)) = 0 (n3 + ~ Ilkln2) . 

Hence we obtain the results of the theorem if we show that 
m-I 

(30) L Ilkl = O(nO.5m). 
k=O 

In the remainder of this section, we prove (30). From (17), if i E lk then 

V- k - k (I k+l _ -kl/-k + 1 k+I -kl/-k) Xi Yi Xi Xi Xi Yi - Yi Yi > min{8vx~Yf,8Vv!1~} 
. {8vr=7J ~} r-k > nun 1 + 8 ,v 1 - 01.8 V 'Um;n, 

where the second inequality is derived from (19), (20), (21), and (22). Let 

Cl • {8vr=7J ~c} 
u = mm 1 + 8 ,v 1 - OI.u , 

then we have 

(31) vx~Yf (lx7+I - x71/i:7 + ly;+I - y;klltlt) - 6'Vv!.;n > 0 for each i E lA:. 

For each k = 0,1, ... ,m, let 
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Then we have 

Ck+1 = L Jx~+1fi~+1 (lx~+1 - x~+1I/x~+1 + ly;+1 - fi;+1I/fi~+1) 
iEll 

+ L Jx~+1fif+1 (lx~+1 - x~+1I/x~+1 + ly;+1 - fi;+1I/yf+1) 
irtIl 

~= Jxryr (IX;+l - x~l/x~ + ly;+1 - tll/tl) (by (18)) 
irtIk 

< ~= ( JXffif (lx~+1 - x~l/xf + ly:~+1 - fifl/yf) - 8' JV!'in) 
iEIk 

+ L Jxfyr (lx~+1 - xfl/x: + 111;+1 - fi;IIYf) (by (31)) 
irtIk 

..(:... J-~-k (I k+1 _ -kl/-k + I k+1 _ -kl/-k) _ £' ~Ilkl L.J x, y, x, x, x, y, y, y, u V Vmin 
i=,l 

< i= JXffif (lx:+1 - x71/x7 + ly;+1 - y;l/fi:) 
;=,1 

+ t Jxfyr (l x7 - x71/x: + Iy; .- y;l/y:) - 8'JV!.inl lk l 
i=l 

= ~= (lp~1 + Iqfl) + Ck - 8'Jv!.inl1k l (by (26), (27), and (32)) 
i=,l 

< v'n (lIpkll + Ilqkll) + Ck - 8' ~:Ilkl 
< v'2rillrk ll + Ck - o'Jv!'inllkl (from Lemma 2). 

Since Ilrkll :::; 'YJV!.in from Lemma 4, the last inequality above implies 

< El (~_ Ck+1 + Tvl2n) 
k=O JV!'in JV!'in 

= ~ + El Ck (_1 ___ 1_) -~ + 'Yv'2rim 
CO CkCW ~ V Vinin k=l V Vmin V Vmin V Vmin 

< L ~ 1 - + 'Yv'2rim, m-I ( 1) 
k=l JV!'in Jl + (7/Vn 

where the last inequality is derived from (6), Co := 0, and Cm ~ O. Since we see Ck :::; n8!IJ!.in 
from (10) and (32), we obtain 

m-I 

L o'llkl 
k=O 

Since (7, 0, 0', and 'Y are positive constants, this inequality means (30). 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose an O(n3L) algorithm for LCP which is based on the O(n3.5 L) 
algorithm presented by Mizuno [11]. The algorithm has advantages that the running time 
is obtained for the initial interior point in a wider area than the other O( n3 L) algorithms 
[3, 8, 12, 13, 19] and it solves linear complementarity problems which include linear and 
quadratic programming problems. 

In order to decrease the running time, we use the rank one update technique presented 
by Karmarkar [5], Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [8] and so on. Since we design the criteria 
(9) and (10) for (xk,jl) which are different from that of the other algorithms [5, 8], we 
evaluate the running time in an original way. 

The algorithm follows the sequence {v k } which satisfies (5). Although the condition (5) 
theoretically assures us that the sequence {( xk, yk)} satisfies (8), it causes a short step of 
the algorithm. In a practical computation, the condition (8) may hold even if the sequence 
{v k } doesn't satisfy (5). In order to get an efficient algorithm from a practical point of 
view, we can represent vk+J by a parameter and v k and use a line search technique in each 
iteration. 
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